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Learning Objectives

• The Need for Third-Party Risk Management (TPRM)

• Overview of the HITRUST TPRM Methodology

• Leveraging Existing Solutions

• HITRUST Assessment XChange TPRM Solution

• Next Steps
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TRENDS RELATED TO INFOSEC BREACHES IN 
THE ENVIRONMENT

■ Average organisational cost of a data breach in ASEAN is US$2.62 million | Average 
number of records per breach is 22,500. (CSO magazine)

■ In line with global threat trends, cyber attacks and data fraud or theft are consistently 
a top ten risk factor in East Asia and the Pacific. 
(World Economic Forum)

■ In 2018, cyber attacks were the biggest risk in the region, while data fraud or theft sat 
at the fifth position. In 2019, cyber attacks were the second biggest threat to 
businesses in the region, and data theft or fraud ranked seventh.
(World Economic Forum)

■ In 2020, Singapore had the biggest share of cyber attack-related concerns in the 
world (69%). Japan and Australia are among the top ten countries with the biggest 
concern for cyber attacks. (World Economic Forum)

■ In the first half of 2020, Indonesia received the highest number of phishing emails in 
the region with almost 750,000 attempts. (Interpol)

■ Large enterprises in Singapore have lost more than SGD 18.9 million due to cyber 
attacks in 2019 (CSA Report) 

Information Security Data Breach Trends in Asia-Pacific  
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Breaches are not only happening because of your security posture, but also due to your third-party lapses.

MAR 2021

>580,000
passenger records from Singapore’s leading 
airline had been illegally 
accessed due to a data breach 
suffered by its IT & 
communications vendor.

FEB 2021

129,000 
customer data records were 
compromised due to a breach in 
the third-party file sharing 
system used by a major 
Singapore telecommunications 
agency.

NOV 2020

>1.1M
customer data compromised, because 
the vendor they had hired to manage 
their online grocery shopping services 
suffered a data breach.

MAR 2021

62,000 
emails with bank accounts and
NRICs were illegally accessed in
a data breach on a major security 
provider due to a third party vendor.

APR 2021

30,000
participants in a national job-matching 
organisation had their personal data 
illegally accessed due to a data breach 
on a third-party vendor.
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QUANTUM: MANAGING THIRD PARTY RISKS

7

Complete Lifecycle of Third-Party Risk Management
Quantum helps you manage the full life-cycle of your 3rd party risks, providing valuable insights and 
assistance at each stage. As an HITRUST authorized assessor, Quantum also helps conduct Readiness 
and Validated Assessments where necessary.

Customize Your Approach
With capabilities across Information Security & Privacy, Quantum helps address nuances of your 
business needs by adding services required to complement the core solution, making the process and 
overall approach comprehensive and more relevant.

Integrated & Continuous View of Ecosystem Risk Posture
Have access to an integrated view of the risk posture of your entire Third-Party Ecosystem. A view 
that incorporates additional intelligence and insights that have been commissioned by you, to get a 
360-degree view that can be reported to all levels of management. 

Facilitate Risk Awareness and Acceptance
As a managed services partner, Quantum helps in streamlining internal awareness, processes, and 
departmental priorities to create an organization-wide awareness of risk and  risk tolerance along 
with acceptance, alignment and support for the program. 

Continuity and Completeness
Initial Assessments and multiple reviews can help  identify information security gaps in 3rd party 
environments. As a Managed Services Partner, Quantum helps 3rd parties to address these gaps and 
remediate them in a uniform and complete manner. 

Quantum helps you on every step of your 

Third Party Risk Management Journey 

including HITRUST CSF Certification for you 

and your partners

Program Assessment & Establishment of Needs
Have your existing Third-Party Risk Management program independently assessed for completeness, 
maturity and fit. Quantum also helps to study and establish specific needs that your organization has 
with regards to managing risks among your partners and vendors.
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§ HITRUST CSF®—a robust privacy and security controls framework

§ HITRUST Threat Catalogue™—a list of reasonably anticipated threats mapped to specific HITRUST CSF controls

§ HITRUST CSF Assurance Program—a scalable and transparent means to provide reliable assurances to internal and external stakeholders

§ HITRUST® Third-Party Assurance Program—a third-party risk management process and a managed third-party risk management service

§ HITRUST Assessment XChange™—an automated means of sharing assurances between organizations

§ HITRUST Shared Responsibility Program—a matrix of HITRUST CSF requirements identifying service provider and customer 

responsibilities

§ HITRUST MyCSF®—an assessment and corrective action plan management platform

§ HITRUST Academy®—a comprehensive training program designed to educate about information protection and the implementation of 

the HITRUST CSF

§ HITRUST RightStart Program™—assist and guide start-up organizations build a solid foundation for risk management, compliance and 

privacy

The HITRUST Approach
The HITRUST Approach eliminates the need for multiple assessments and reports, scales and customizes to adapt to your 
organization’s growing needs and is based on the most up-to-date framework that incorporates international, federal, and 
state regulations concerning privacy and security.

HITRUST has data protection, information risk, and compliance programs — all in one approach, the HITRUST Approach.
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The Need for 
Third-Party 

Risk Management 
(TPRM)
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The Need for Third-Party Risk Management (TPRM)
Organizations across all industries rely on third parties.

Organizations need to efficiently and effectively evaluate and manage the risk they incur by sharing sensitive information with third 
parties. These organizations must rely upon assurances from their supply chain that sensitive data is protected, and the organization 
complies with multiple authoritative sources including frameworks, regulations, etc.

CUSTOMER THIRD PARTY
“We need to ensure our 
sensitive information is 

protected.”

“How can we leverage a 
single privacy and security 

assessment to satisfy all our 
customers?”

THIRD PARTY
“Do you really need us to complete a 

proprietary questionnaire and 
undergo another privacy and security 

assessment?”

CUSTOMER
“We need to find a more efficient 
way to evaluate the effectiveness 
of our third parties’ privacy and 

security controls.”
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Third-party Risk Management

Fundamental IT change 
IT services and information 

moving to the cloud 
at a rapid pace

Increasingly complex 
Rapidly evolving cyber 

threat landscape

Confusion
How can we ensure that our

data is secure? What is 
reasonable and appropriate?

Growing risk and liability
Breach and legal costs; 

regulatory penalties; 
impact to brand 
and reputation

1 2

3 4
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Defining Your Third-Party Population

“All vendors are third parties, but not all third parties 
are vendors.”

• Most organizations focus primarily on “critical” or 
“high risk vendors” that handle sensitive data or are 
connected to the network

• Referring to the AP system to identify “critical” 
vendors is not the most efficient or effective 
methodology 

• Third parties includes all business relationships 
where ANY sensitive information is being shared 
or potential access exists

THIRD 
PARTIES

Research 
Institutions 

(Academic Medical 
Center)

VENDORS

HR Service 
Providers (e.g., 

payroll provider)

Facilities
Maintenance

Provider (landscaping, 
custodial services, 

HVAC vendor)

Business Process 
Outsourcers (e.g.; 
Claims Processor, 

Credit Card 
Processor)

IT Outsourcers 
(CSPs, Database 
Administrator)
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The Current State of TPRM - Generally

• Many organizations managing third-party risk face these challenges:

o Unknown risk profiles
o Inappropriate or inconsistent level of assurances
o Inaccurate and/or incomplete third-party demographic information
o Multiple and disparate questionnaires and assessment approaches
o Organizational resource drain
o Assessment scope misaligned with organizations' expectations
o Lack of training and communication for third parties on expectations
o Absence of transparency within third-party environments
o Inability to "quickly" vet and onboard third parties

• TPRM solutions today are inconsistent, generally inefficient (if not ineffective), and 
unaffordable at scale
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Overview of the 
HITRUST TPRM 

Methodology
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HITRUST Third-Party Risk Management Methodology
Founded on the core components of HITRUST®—enabled by the HITRUST Assessment XChange™

HITRUST CSF® Framework
A prescriptive, scalable, and 
fully customizable security 

and privacy controls 
framework.

HITRUST Assessment 
Methodology

A comprehensive methodology 
defining nature, timing, and extent 

of testing as well as a scoring 
model to provide transparency 

into control maturity.

HITRUST Assessment XChange
An innovative and modular program designed to streamline 

and simplify third-party risk management coupled with a SaaS 
platform that operationalizes the HITRUST TPRM Program.

HITRUST CSF Assurance 
Program™

A scalable and transparent 
means to provide reliable 
assurances to internal and 

external stakeholders.
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Learn more about the TPRM Methodology here.

HITRUST TPRM Methodology
An effective and efficient approach to third-party risk 
management, consisting of a six-step process:

Initiate: Formal start of the TPRM process

Collect: Gathering of information needed to determine risk 
of a specific business relationship

Qualify: Formal evaluation of risk due to a specific 
business relationship
Accept: Formal acceptance of risk

Select: Selection of a third party (e.g., a vendor) for a 
specific business relationship or decision to continue with 
a third party

Monitor: Ongoing monitoring of risk

Satisfies HITRUST CSF requirements for TPRM

Powered by the HITRUST Assessment XChange

https://hitrustalliance.net/content/uploads/TPRM-Methodology.pdf
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Leveraging Existing 
Solutions and ROI
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Leveraging Existing Solutions and ROI Considerations
• Leverage Infrastructure and Network Already in Place

o Don't invest in building on your own

o Thousands of assessments already exist and are shared

o Others have already made investments

o Using output from other stakeholder requests

o No need for convincing of third parties

• Leverage Globally Recognized Methodology
o Risk Triage model built into program

o Multiple assessment types that scale and are driven by relationship risk

o Assessment scope and requirements provide fourth-party insight

• Justify Return on Investment for TPRM
o Average TPRM resource costs $120K USD/year

o 50% of resource time spent is on administrative and non-value add activities

o Need to expand breadth of TPRM program

o Need resources to focus more time on managing risk

o A TPRM resource typically executes 60 to 80 vendor reviews/year ($1,700 USD/hr on average)

o An organization has between 150-200 vendors (on average)

o Program is an unlimited "all you can eat" model, no limit on vendors or assessments
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HITRUST Assessment 
XChange TPRM 

Solution
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The Partner for Your Third-Party Risk Management Program 

The HITRUST Assessment XChange (the XChange) is an integrated yet 
modular program designed to streamline and simplify third-party risk 
management.

In addition to being the leader in providing organizations with the methodologies, tools, and services needed to 
efficiently and effectively qualify third parties for potential business relationships, we also provide a common 
approach that can be used across all industries for third-party risk management.

• Offers a managed service supported by people, process, and technology
• Validation of third-party information and continuous updates
• Implementation and application of an inherent risk tiering and scoring methodology
• Facilitation of the automated classifications of third parties and recommended level of assurances to 

request
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The HITRUST Assessment XChange provides all 3 key components of TPRM:

People – Professional Services 
The XChange is driven by a dedicated team of customer-focused Onboarding Specialists – experts 
dedicated to ensuring a positive experience for your third parties, as well as transparent and 
comprehensive results for your organization, providing you with a managed service.

Process - Industry Agnostic Methodology
The foundation of the XChange is the HITRUST Third-Party Risk Management Qualification Methodology – a 
groundbreaking approach for organizations in ALL industries to minimize risk from third-party relationships –
established by HITRUST, the global leader in information risk management and compliance.

Technology - Innovative XChange Manager Portal
Powering everything is the user-friendly XChange Manager portal – a secure SaaS designed to automate the 
TPRM qualification process and communications, while streamlining everything you do today, in one 
convenient location.

The XChange is a turnkey solution for your organization to manage all third parties, at all levels of risk exposure.

What Makes the HITRUST Assessment XChange Unique?
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Powered by the XChange Manager Portal
The HITRUST Assessment XChange Manager portal provides access to an interactive status 
dashboard and intuitive data analytics. 

ü Streamlined, secure communication between your 
organization and all your third parties in one 
centralized location

ü The ability to deploy Inherent Risk Questionnaires 
and Assessment Report Requests internally and 
externally

ü User-friendly filters to quickly view only 
the pertinent sections of assessment reports

ü Securely access assessment progress details, 
HITRUST CSF Reports, interim assessments, 
corrective action plan information, score metrics, 
and more*

* Future enhancements in development
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The Inherent Risk Questionnaire - A questionnaire to automate risk triage by assessing the inherent risk within 
a third-party business relationship and determining the appropriate level of assurance needed.

The Inherent Risk Questionnaire is customizable and delivered through the XChange Manager portal.

ü Enables an organization to properly and easily assess the inherent risk of its entire third-party network
ü Recommends a HITRUST CSF Assessment based on the results of a third party’s responses
ü Allows customers to determine the required level of assurance based off the recommendation provided
ü Adapts to unique customer needs with the ability to add proprietary questions to the standard questionnaire
ü Routes internally and externally to identify misalignment in service understanding between an organization and third 

party
ü Permits customer branding to allow each organization to personalize the experience

How to effectively determine the risk profile associated with your 
third parties – HAX Inherent Risk Module
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Inherent Risk Module

IRQ can be executed for 
each third party

Inventory of historical risk 
assessments

Summary risk score derived 
from IRQ
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Inherent Risk Module - continued

5 different 
tiers/buckets

Default recommended level 
of assurance

Multiple types of 
assessments available
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Questions can be 
addressed by both 
your organization and 
third parties

All information can be 
exported

The scope of each IRQ 
can be defined by the 
customer

Inherent Risk Module - continued
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Multiple IRQ templates 
available. 

Ability to add 
customized questions

Ability to route 
individual questions to 
different stakeholders

Inherent Risk Module - continued
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Assessing Risk and Obtaining Assurances

Rapid Assessments (exclusive to the HITRUST 
Assessment XChange) are designed to support a quick 
self-evaluation of an organization’s security posture by 
assessing specific ‘good security hygiene’ practices 
from the HITRUST CSF suitable for any organization, 
regardless of size or industry.

Readiness Assessments are more in-depth, self-
attested assessments, conducted by utilizing the tools 
and methodologies of the HITRUST CSF Assurance 
Program.

Performed by an Authorized HITRUST External 
Assessor, the Validated Assessment uses the HITRUST 
CSF Assurance Program’s assessment methodology, and 
controls are scored using HITRUST’s maturity approach 
to control implementation.

Only Validated Assessments meeting or exceeding the 
current HITRUST CSF Assurance Program and maturity 
scoring requirements receive HITRUST CSF 
Certification.

There are several options to assess the amount of risk posed by each of your business relationships and to obtain 
assurances relating to the security and privacy posture of each of your third parties.
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A new assessment to quickly vet the security posture of a third party. The Rapid Assessment is industry and 
framework agnostic, and the data can be leveraged to populate future HITRUST CSF Assessments, reducing 
inefficiencies.

A HITRUST CSF Rapid Assessment will be administered through the XChange Manager portal at no cost to third 
parties.

ü Contains a subset of controls that are required for HITRUST CSF Certification
ü Can be utilized to evaluate both new and existing third parties
ü Retains responses so third parties can repurpose data to complete future HITRUST CSF Assessments
ü Reduces time, effort, and budget needed by requiring no third-party/assessor validation; entirely self-attested
ü Provides a quick view into a third party’s security posture, in an amount of time determined by the customer

What are the key characteristics of the HITRUST CSF Rapid 
Assessment?

o
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Rapid Assessment Example –
Information Protection Program 
Questions

This is a representation of what the 
assessment looks like for a third party 
to complete, including:

• Articulating responses to each 
controls point

• Describing the documentation in 
place to evidence the description

• Scoring against each requirement

Note: This sample is a mockup for demonstration purposes only. Not an actual Rapid Assessment report.
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The Rapid Assessment at-a-Glance

This view from the Assessment 
XChange Manager of the Rapid 
Assessment results shows the 
percentage of questions in a security 
domain that were marked as non-
compliant (NC), somewhat compliant 
(SC), and fully compliant (FC). 

It provides a quick glance to assess 
potential deficiencies.

Note: This sample is a mockup for demonstration purposes only. Not an actual Rapid Assessment report.
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The Rapid Assessment at-a-Glance — Continued
This view provides a more detailed picture for each domain in the Rapid Assessment, focused on 
sample deficiencies identified.

Note: This sample is a mockup for demonstration purposes only. Not an actual Rapid Assessment report.
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Getting Started: An 
Illustrative Process

1. Participation Agreement is 
Executed

2. XChange Manage User Accounts 
Created

3. XChange Manager Portal Training
4. Deliver a List of Third Parties
5. Determine Level of Assurance
6. Assessment Report Request (ARR)
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Visit our Website:
HITRUSTAlliance.net

Consult with an Authorized 
HITRUST External AssessorValue of a 

HITRUST CSF
Certification

How Do I Know If An 
Assurance Report is 

Rely-Able™?

HITRUST C-Level 
Overview

TPRM
Methodologies, Programs, 

and Services

Ready to Simplify and Streamline Your Organization’s Third-Party Risk Management Program? 
Here are some additional resources to help you get started: 

Email our XChange 
Support Specialists

Shyam.Mishra@Quantum.Security

Michael.Parisi@HITRUSTAlliance.netView more HITRUST Assessment 
XChange resources
HITRUSTAX.com

https://hitrustalliance.net/
https://hitrustalliance.net/uploads/Value-of-a-HITRUST-CSF-Certification.pdf
https://hitrustalliance.net/uploads/Value-of-a-HITRUST-CSF-Certification.pdf
https://hitrustalliance.net/uploads/How-Do-You-Know-if-a-CSF-Assurance-Report-is-Rely-able-1.pdf
https://hitrustalliance.net/uploads/How-Do-You-Know-if-a-CSF-Assurance-Report-is-Rely-able-1.pdf
https://hitrustalliance.net/content/uploads/HITRUST-C-Level-Overview-2021.pdf
https://hitrustalliance.net/content/uploads/HITRUST-C-Level-Overview-2021.pdf
https://hitrustalliance.net/uploads/TPRM-Methodologies-Programs-Services.pdf
https://hitrustalliance.net/uploads/TPRM-Methodologies-Programs-Services.pdf
https://hitrustax.com/
https://hitrustax.com/
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Thank you for attending the webinar. 


